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Merchants Guide



Regardless of where you're located, its likely you'll be confused and
concerned about the impact of COVID-19 on your Shopify business.
Over the past 5 years, we have been lucky to be part of an extremely
supportive Shopify community that genuinely helps and cares about
each others business. 
 
Following a team meeting between Blend management, we felt
compelled to put together this guide for our clients and the wider
Shopify merchant community. In this guide, we offer our thoughts and
experience that we hope can provide some valuable information and
resources to navigate these turbulent times. 
 
As we have seen with our own clients over the past week, this is a time
to re-adjust and refocus to continue to grow our businesses. 

A note from Adam

Adam Adam Pearce, Blend CEO



What do we expect to happen?
Online shoppers will lean towards 'utility' and 'essential products' in the initial
stages of the outbreak.
Online shoppers will look to online providers with proven track records to bridge
the gap that brick and mortar stores cannot fulfill.
Online shoppers will be looking for reassurance from the brands they buy from on
a regular basis
Free Shipping will be an expectation
This will switch to non-essential, feel good items like cosmetics, luxury foods,
bedding and tech as more self isolate.
Educational and entertainment based products will see a rise in demand going
into April, especially following more decisions to close schools and recreational
facilities.
Online shoppers will seek extensive trust before making a purchase from an
unknown brand.



How should marketing be handled?

In times of uncertainty, we believe that
those brands who appear to be 'exploiting'

scarcity will be the one's who do not
succeed. 

 
We recommend taking the following 5

steps that focus on your existing customer
base:



How should marketing be handled?

Reassure and communicate with existing customer base via email1.
At the present time, online shoppers are seeing uncertainty via the
media and through panic buying in brick and mortar stores. By
emailing specific email segments and updating them on your stock
level, logistics plans and how you're keeping things under control, you'll
provide calm and reassurance to your existing customer base.



How should marketing be handled?

2. Initially shift paid ad-spend from Acquisition to retention

Alongside the recommended approach for email, focusing on your
existing customer base is key. Attempting to win new custom at this
time may prove challenging, and re-iterating the message of
reassurance is likely to be more effective of maintaining sales. We
thoroughly recommend split testing campaigns around trust indicators,
the inner workings of your business and reassurance on stock levels.



How should marketing be handled?

If you're brand currently has a loyalty program, we recommend re-
iterating the benefits to your current subscribers. Equally, running a
promotion to provide additional points or gifts at this time is likely to be
a beneficial  way to maintain the relationship with your existing
customer base. Blend can provide more information on request on
strategies to deploy here.

3. Invest in loyalty



How should marketing be handled?

It's likely that many existing and new customers will have more
questions than usual, especially around delivery times and availability. If
your using a chat feature on your store, ensure that any automations are
updated to give the best possible advice, but where possible, we
thoroughly recommend using a customer service management tool to
route queries to appropriate team members. 

4. Invest in customer service



How should marketing be handled?

With uncertainty of supply, some online customers may be concerned
about the ability to get products they need. For example, pet food, baby
products and supplements. While it's likely that many customers may
be purchasing via subscription, providing information and incentive to
those customers who do not buy in this way can be a worthwhile way to
reassure your following.

5. Remind customers of your subscription or repeat order capability



How should store design and
functionality be amended?
Providing existing and new customers
with clear information is key in times of
uncertainty. 
 
We recommend the 5 following tips to
help ensure you provide clarity and
support during this time.



How should store design and
functionality be amended?

 Review onsite trust indicators1.
If you're currently using trust indicators on your store, such as
guarantees, policies, security or information sharing, its worthwhile
reviewing and updating these where possible. By providing existing and
new customers with greater assurance, this should provide you with a
greater ability to ensure trust and conversion to sale.



How should store design and
functionality be amended?

In an ideal scenario, we'd recommend offering free shipping where
possible to encourage sales on your store. If this is not possible, a
temporary period of free shipping or reduction in the threshold for free
shipping is a good way to encourage a sale without discounting.

2. Free Shipping threshold



How should store design and
functionality be amended?

Any awards won by your brand or products
Your core USPs in simple language
Information about your position in the market
Thought leadership
Knowledge and expertise.

When reviewing your homepage and product page, try to ensire that
you have conveyed the following clearly:
 

3. Re-iterating authority



How should store design and
functionality be amended?

4. Re-focus on reviews and testimonials
For shoppers looking to replace the purchase of products through brick
and mortar stores or those looking to replace purchases from those who
can no longer buy from other retailers, reviews are key. If you have onsite
reviews but do not actively request a review, ensure that this is setup.
Equally, emailing all customers who have purchased in the past 60 days
and requesting a google review is a good tactic to boost reviews.



How should store design and
functionality be amended?

5.  Onsite communication tools to help and advise
As online shoppers are likely to have questions on availability and
shipping, using push notifications, chat and customer service
management tools can be a great way to keep customers up to date. By
keeping these up to date daily, we believe this will instill confidence into
both existing and new potential customers.



Where can I get support?

Shopify Entrepreneurs UK
Shopify Entrepreneurs 
World Health Organisation

While the team at Blend are happy to support the Shopify community where we can, please
also see the following resources that will be useful during this time. Please click the text below
for more information:
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/shopifyentrepreneursuk/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/shopifyentrepreneurs/
https://www.who.int/

